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SERC Project RT-182:
Digital Thread Enabled Acquisition
This research was conducted to evaluate the impacts of DE on current DoD
acquisition enterprise processes. The following questions guided the research:

• What changes are likely to emerge from the
transition to DE processes, methods, and tools?
• What are the enablers and barriers to such
innovation in the DoD acquisition enterprise?
• What stakeholders will be affected and how will
they likely embrace or oppose change?

• How might stakeholders be incentivized to embrace
innovation and how will this be measured?
• What are the leading and long-term indicators of
change?
• How might the value of such changes be predicted and measured?
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Specific Questions of Interest
• How will DE help the acquisition enterprise respond to the realm of the
possible with warfighter needs?
• What are the opportunities that can be gained from
deeper information in the authoritative source of truth?

• How will DE make the acquisition process more
efficient and reduce rework?
• Can DE make it easier to ingest new processes and
incorporate acquisition expertise into acquisition tools?
• How do DE documented architecture principles add
value to development and acquisition processes?
• How will DE environments capture and maintain
lessons learned within and across programs?
• How can DE improve the performance of the acquisition workforce, at every
skill level?
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Engaging a New Conversation
storytelling and mapping tools to describe the future as a conceptual model
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In Practice: Enterprise Systemigrams
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A qualitative stakeholder-driven process to produce quantitative goals
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Stakeholder Interviews & Research
• 15 Project Visits Completed, 25 People Interviewed
―DASD/SE
―Aerospace Corp
―JHU APL
―SAF/AQ
―Army PM-Aviation
―Army Future Vertical Lift Program Office
―Ground-Based Strategic Deterrent Program Office
―SPAWAR San Diego
―TARDEC
―J8 JCIDS office
―DOT&E
• Also:
―NASA-Langley
―~50 documents reviewed
―NASA-Marshall
―6 facilitated meetings with
―JPL
DASD/SE team
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DE Transformation Systemigrams
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Digital Information Exchange
Change the nature of AoAs

Change what
Systems
Engineers do

Change how
we curate
data and
models

Change
Reqs
process

Presented at inaugural
DEIXWG meeting, INCOSE IS 2017
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SoS Analysis
• The story starts with
increasing system
complexity
• Need for a robust
Systems-of-Systems
(SoS) analysis to define
the development and
acquisition program
―responsibility of the
system acquirer
―full enterprise
architecture
―initial source of data
and models for the
Authoritative Source
of Truth (AST)
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Model Curation and Certitude
• “good cross-program
functional models” are
selected for inclusion in
the collection of models
that make up the AST
• concept of a “good model”
in this context is an
evolutionary process
―understanding and
normalizing the appropriate
abstractions and fidelity
―government data and
model set is provided to
the contractor in the
acquisition process

• will produce the initial
requirements baseline for
a program
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Future System Engineering Role
• primary role of a future
systems engineer:
―data and model evolution
―version control of the
curated model federation

• follows the program
lifecycle as a digital
program history
―program decision artifacts:
the “digital thread”
―full lifecycle artifacts: the
“digital twin”

• need robust data and
model development
investment in the early
phases of a program
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Program Manager Concerns
• outcome is a “digital model for human
understanding”
• supports the program manager decision
data
―everything on the desktop of the decision
makers when needed
―automating the process of finding and using
data
― creating more agile decision processes and
delivery of new system functions

• Use: rapidly explore, simulate,
prototype, and deploy new
functional capabilities to the
warfighter
• Tools: user interfaces that present
digital engineering content and serve
the stakeholders’ unique needs
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Outcomes and Next Steps
• Created holistic model of DoD Acquisition Enterprise change
as DE is gradually adopted
• Good agreement across stakeholders
on the nature of the strategy
• Descriptive modeling process reveals
scope of change
• Testing insights in multiple forums
using Systemigrams
• Base models informing other activities:
―Digital Engineering Working Group (DEWG)
―Digital Engineering Information Exchange Working Group (DEIXWG)
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Next Phase – DE Metrics
• Theme: “A Program Office Guide to Successful DE Transition”
• Work with several DoD program offices, contractors, and tool
providers
• Identify measures of success, and
define multi-level measurement models
―Near- and long-term change indicators

• Identify potential innovation game-changers
―Define enablers and barriers to innovation
―Define cross-sector innovation opportunities
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Further Needs
• Model Curation and Certitude. Must develop a rigorous approach to verify,
validate, and accredit the models that are incorporated into the Authoritative
Source of Truth, particularly quality and range of valid use.
• Metadata standards for the Authoritative Source of Truth. Extend SET work
on ontologies and metadata/metamodel libraries and tools.
• Innovation. Need to encourage breakthrough innovations in DE processes and
tools. A tolerance for creativity and safe experimentation, completions of
innovation impact studies and roadmapping, and investment in methods,
processes and tools must be sustained
• Human Capital. This will be a significant shift in the workplace, leading to an
“IT/Data Savvy” workforce. Training programs must evolve with the strategy.
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Questions?

Thank you!
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